
Price
R3 606 incl. VAT

Survive and thrive 
The key challenge that will be explored and unpacked through this coaching pod is “how to survive and thrive as an independent 
contractor during COVID-19 and beyond?” Under the guidance of the pod coach, you will contribute with questions, possible solutions, 
challenges and interaction with other pod members.

In sharing with others, you are also purposefully contributing to the upliftment of other pod members who share your quest to survive 
and thrive through COVID-19 and beyond as an independent contractor.

COACHING POD: HOW TO SURVIVE 
AND THRIVE AS AN INDEPENDENT 
CONTRACTOR THROUGH COVID-19 
AND BEYOND?

Who is this course for?
This coaching pod is for independent contractors who are isolat-
ed, particularly during COVID-19 lockdown, desperately trying to 
figure out how to survive and thrive. You clearly understand your 
role as an independent facilitator, consultant and/or coach, but 
who is YOUR coach? This coaching pod is your connection to an 
experienced coach and peers who share the same challenge and 
who are committed to finding solutions together by navigating the 
challenges as a pod.

How does the coaching pod work?
A coaching pod is a unique approach to complex problem  
solving and decision making using radical collaboration in a 
diverse team of people who share the same challenge.  
An experienced coach leverages peer learning in the pod to 
define the root cause of the problem pod members share. 
Individual pod members will also define their own problems. 
pod members then explore possible solutions to the problems 
together, sharing insights and experiences.  Each team member 
defines clear personal actions at the end of each pod that are 
then implemented. Insights are journaled for sharing and review 
at the next pod.  

Thinking partner and small breakaway pod conversations  
enables every pod member to contribute actively. 
 

How will you benefit?
By sharing and applying your pod insights in real time, you will 
quickly make decisions and test them for optimum impact.  
In doing so you will:

  Consciously self-regulate your pandemic brain
  Use purposeful conversations to engage calmly and 

 consciously to define and solve your real problems
  Use radical collaboration to enhance innovation in 

 reimagining your business
  Develop empathy and curiosity for enhanced goal 

 directedness and collective creativity
  Develop new and more expansive perspectives and 

 thinking capabilities
  Try new things including what lies out of your comfort zone
  Create real and sustained personal growth
  Gain confidence and skills to reimagine and reinvent your  

 business and your role
  Develop amazing networks for life

Duration
You will reimagine your role, your business strategy and  
business model through three, two-hour coaching pod  
conversations held weekly. 

Sign up now
Are you ready? If you are, join our coaching pod and create 
social and psychological safety to reimagine the things you really 
care about.
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